
Problems/needs/wishes listed by students in the 1 Feb 2009 talk. Exercise was to list problems without 
any judgment. 
 
1 Can we construct an underground race track 
2 Can’t the typical lecture be stopped 
3 Why don’t we have muscle making powder 
4 Why my height is not increasing 
5 Why my mother is stopping to play computer game 
6 Why my father has too much work 
7 Why the heat is painful 
8 Why the ice-cream is not eaten in winter 
9 There should be a coverage area  from anywhere 
10 Peeling the onions 
11 Can electricity be produced by electromagnetism 
12 When we are in a dark room and suddenly if the lights are on, it disturbs and we feel uncomfortable with our eyes 
13 Traffic jams 
14 Why people breaking signals 
15 Lead of clutch pencils breaks easily while writing 
16 How can refrigerators be made eco-friendly  
17 How cars can run on hydrogen 
18 I need to fill bicycle tyre again and it gets punctured  
19 Hair tangles in the morning 
20 Is it possible to make a time machine 
21 Can we have folding glass and cars 
22 Can some device be made to absorb the pollution 
23 Chewing gum sticks on legs 
24 Breaking up of  bicycle mudguard 
25 Why small children are not allowed to drive 
26 Why there are electricity cut downs 
27 I prefer to cover my books but cover comes out after few days. 
28 Flash of camera shines on the faces of people wearing glasses 
29 Pens do not work when fell down on the floor 
30 Can we smell other gases 
31 The gel pens stop writing though the refill is not over 
32 Internet without wire 
33 Kids are forced to eat breakfast 
34 Why aero planes can’t fly on roads 
35 Vehicles which uses alternative source of energy whithout loosing efficiency 
36 Why people smoke 
37 Why people drink tea and coffee  
38 Removing coconut shell is very difficult 
39 Ink of pen gets over during exams 
40 Flow of water tap stops during bath 
41 Is it possible to make a jet pack 
42 Is there alternative to water 
43 Can I play football in the morning and my mother will not stop me doing that 
44 Chalk dust and breaking of chalk eventually 
45 In dial up connection some time webpage is not displayed 
46 Bikes with moving at high speed are prone to accidents 
47 Can spoilt child be made good by machine 
48 Why children keep shouting while teacher reads holiday notice 
49 Can there be a solution for droughts 
50 I hate myself why people tease my “eagle eagle fly away”  my surname is Garud 
51 How to make two wheeler waterproof during rainy days 
52 How to press the toothpaste tube carefully so that excess of it should not come out 
53 Easy way to remember passwords 
54 Driving bicycle for long time causes leg pain 
55 How to overcome electricity theft 
56 Writing paper tears with use of sharp pencils 
57 Why can’t policemen stop accident instead of taking money 
58 The snow gathers over the glasses while snowboarding 
59 Can we replace human organs 
60 Can we make a light/energy saver 



61 Can we live on other planet 
62 Floating vehicles 
63 Why human beings can’t fly like birds 
64 My school bag is heavy can we make it lighter 
65 The door of our house is locked from outside when I was alone in the house 
67 Smelling shoes 
68 How to take little kids ear wax out without hurting them 
69 Voice in the hall  
70 Is there any alternative for soaps in bathroom 
71 How can remove pineapple thorns   
72 How can we sleep in trains and wakeup on the arrival of desired station  
73 Time of exam paper is too short 
74 How can catch my school bus on time 
75 Memorizing answer can milk be sterilized without boiling 
76 Why do people in villages let there cows in the river 
77 How to make dust proof ventilation in the house 
78 Washers of water tap get wear n tare after repeated use 
79 Is it possible to make people listen to me  
80 Why do we need visa for going abroad India 
81 Bikes give problem while starting 
82 I hate getting diseased. How can I overcome this 
83 Hairs of toothbrush splits apart after some time 
84 Students don’t want to study 
85 How the piece and harmony can be  maintained in the society 
86 I keep forgetting my keys 
87 A way to get rid of drug addiction 
88 Medicines that do not have side effects and which can work as efficiently as antibiotics 
89 Peeling of onion 
90 Brushing teeth is important but seems to be very boring and laborious job 
91 Sticking of chocolates in your teeth 
92 I don’t want to wear glasses 
93 People sleeps in bathroom and causes head injuries 
94 How to stop eating junk food 
95 Hearing problem while wearing helmet 
96 Can we make a pen and paper that will right automatically what we thought 
97 Can we build a hotel on moon 
98 Difficulty in getting-up early in morning 
99 Can furniture be made without wood and plastic 
100 Can we watch TV serials which we missed because of power cut off 
101 Can we smell the stuff shown on the TV 
102 What is the alternative for petrol 
103 Tigers can’t be counted in proper manner 
104 Can we make smoke free buses 
105 Why cycle gears are keep breaking frequently 
106 Can we use heat generated by projectors, computers 
107 Can we make healthy soft drinks 
108 How to control food intake while eating favorite food 
109 Wear-tare of nut bolts 
110 Can we make hey finder 
111 Scale is too short to work on large notebooks 
112 Non tearable clothes   
113 Can we make an air conditioner that will not emit CFC 
114 Can we have shirt with printed moving object 
115 Can we put some gas leakage alarm for household cylinder 
116 Light color bed sheets that will not darken soon 
117 Can rocket be made as cheap as cars 
118 Why history is compulsory subject 
119 Can we make TV/computer free of harmful radiations 
120 Airbags in car fails sometime in emergencies 
121 How instantly degradable food packaging can be made 
122 Cleaning a fish tank without hurting fish 
123 Cross connections  
124 Children put their fingers in electric switches 



125 Eco friendly vehicles 
126 Clothes loose too much color 
127 How to capture fragrance and store it 
128 Can we make a single product that will give us all required nutrients 
129 Can we make something that will repel insects from books 
130 How to prevent children putting their finger in running table fan 
131 How the wars can be stopped 
132 How to make a scratch free CD 
133 Syringes should not be painful to human beings 
134 I want to be a fastest raider 
135 Gas cylinder rubber tubes 
136 Can  photographic paper be prevented from aging  
137 Can we make paper without using trees 
138 Paints coming out of wall 
139 How to get rid of homework 
140 How to make unbreakable glass 
141 Air is becoming hot now a days 
142 Temperature control cloths. 
 
Questions repeated  
Pollution control     7 
Traffic control, accidents   9 
Complaints about parents  7 
Pen refill, ink pens   9 
Heavy school bags    6 
Lost keys    6 
 
 
 


